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In  the  17th  century  the desire  for  lace in

France was so great that those in fashion rivalled

each other using copious amounts of it and

finding ingenious new places to adorn. From

fantastic lace headdresses such as the Fontange,

to fichus to protect the shoulders, ruffles for the

sleeves and flounces for the skirts, ladies wore

lace from head to toe. As did gentlemen, with

elaborate cravats and falling collars, deep cuffs

for sleeves, and every centimetre between leg

and boot was filled with lace. It was even found

on the battlefield, in French military uniform.

Such was the demand for expensive foreign lace

that the import costs made a significant impact

on the French national debt. In 1660 King Louis

XIV decreed sumptuary laws prohibiting all

foreign lace and restricting the use of French lace

to only one inch width on a linen collar. With the

aid of his minister of finance, King Louis XIV

determined to develop the French lace industry

to surpass all others. To do so they enticed some

of the most skilled lace makers from across

Europe to come to France and teach at royal

workshops in Rheims, Aurillac and Alençon.

30 Venetian lace makers came to Lonray, the

royal manufactory near Alençon, and by 1665 the

techniques for Venetian lace they taught had

evolved into the needlepoint lace, Point de

France. The French lace industry flourished with

a huge number of local women and girls devoting

themselves to the craft. Realising the cost of

losing so many skilled artisans, the Venetian

Republic issued a decree demanding that all

Venetian lace makers return home or their next

of kin would be incarcerated. Their relatives

would be released on their return, the state

promised, but executed if they did not.

By the 1670s Pointe d’Alençon had developed 

its own unique character. Using the finest flax

from Flanders, the designs tended to have a 

clear ground with an elegant design in relief.

Joined by twirling stalks, the flowers are higher

relief in the centre, sometimes with ‘fly flowers’

only joined in the centre so the petals stood

away from the surface. Unusually, instead of

completing the lace from start to finish, the

Alençon lace makers specialised in completing

only one process before passing it on to the next

artisan. Printed on green parchment to allow for

the tiny white stitches to be more visible, the

pattern was pricked into the parchment and the

outline stitched. The réseleuse would make the

net ground, then another maker would stich the

flowers, another the motifs, another would do

the tiny filling stitches and another would lift the

lace from the parchment, polishing it with a

lobster claw to accentuate the relief. Their fine

work was well rewarded, and local records show

that many of the lace makers were able to save

enough to fund their own marriage portions.

Pointe d’Alençon was considered a winter lace

as the fabric had a foundation of horsehair to

support its buttonhole stitches. The horsehair

could cause the lace to pucker when laundered,

so later laces had the hair removed before

completion, or human hair was substituted. 4

THE QUEEN OF LACE, THE LACE OF QUEENS 

Pointe d’Alençon
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complete it. He carefully checked the lace, and

finding it to be exquisite, bought it to be

distributed amongst the ladies of his court.

Following the fall of Napoleon’s empire in 1815

the popularity of Pointe d’Alençon declined. It

was only in the 1850s that interest began to

revive with the marriage of Napoleon III to

Empress Eugenie in 1853. The Empress chose a

bridal gown of Pointe d’Alençon. Three years

later they commissioned an imperial layette,

coverlet and christening robe for their son. In

1895 Princesse Helene of France ordered a

wedding veil 14 feet long to create an impressive

train, thus cementing the reputation of Pointe

d’Alençon as ‘the lace of Queens’.

There had been a tradition of nuns teaching the

Pointe d’Alençon technique to local girls and

orphans throughout the 18th century, and in the

1850s they extended the apprenticeship to girls

with hearing and speech difficulties. Even with a

new generation dedicated to the art, Pointe

d’Alençon again fell out of fashion in favour of

inexpensive machine lace. Finally in 1902

concern that the regional art of Pointe d’Alençon

would be lost forever, prompted the chamber of

commerce to establish a lace-making school, but

due the official separation of church and state in

1905, the art could no longer be taught by nuns.

Pointe d’Alençon received official recognition 

in 2010 when it was inscribed as a unique 

regional art on the UNESCO Representative 

List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of

Humanity. ¥¥¥ Sarah  Jane Downing

The industry prospered throughout the 18th

century as Pointe d’Alençon remained a

favourite at the palace of Versailles. In 1757

there were 80 manufacturers and merchants in

Alençon and unusually many of the businesses

were run by the wives of the most prestigious

community members. The French Revolution

ended the prosperity as it put an end to all

luxurious fashions, including those essential to

artisans’ income. For 12 years, lace manufacture

almost ceased and it has been suggested that

throughout France, almost 30 types of lace and

textiles were lost, including Pointe d’Aurillac. 

When Napoleon came to power, he was

determined to revive the luxury trades of France

and was especially concerned with restoring lace

manufacture. He particularly favoured Pointe

d’Alençon choosing it for the cravat he wore for

his coronation in 1804. He commissioned a

garniture de lit for his first wife, consisting of a

border of lilies of France, the centre a reseau

ordinaire of plain net, punctuated with his

emblematic bees. The 18 square metres of lace

required were not completed until 1810, in time

to be enjoyed by his second wife Marie-Louise.  

The lace quickly became popular throughout the

court, and Madamoiselle d’Avrillion relates in her

memoirs that Napoleon’s sister ordered a gown

of Pointe d’Alençon and accessories to the value

of 30,000 francs, but when it arrived she changed

her mind and refused to pay. The lace-maker

appealed to the emperor, pleading for payment

after dedicating countless hours of labour to
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